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Abstract 
Blinovsky, V.M., List decoding, Discrete Mathematics 106/107 (1992) 45-51. 
A wide range of problems and both old and new methods are discussed that arise when the 
technique of list decoding is applied to various concrete situations. 
First, some asymptotic bounds are derived on the maximum cardinality of these codes. Next, 
bounds on the exponent of the error probability are given. Thirdly, list decoding for the 
arbitrary varying channel (AVC) is discussed. In the last paragraph an open problem related to 
the zero-error capacity for the AVC is formulated. 
1. Bounds on the cardinal@ of codes in the list decoding case 
In the present paper we consider a range of problems and methods which arise 
when solving problems related to list decoding. The concretizations of the idea of 
list decoding in various directions often lead to interesting implementations of 
known methods and inventions of new methods. We start with some definitions. 
Let 2R” be the metric space of all n-tuples with symbols that belong to a finite 
set Zm and metric d(. , -): 
f=(q,. . . ,x,)ckD~, jj=(y,, . . . ,y,)cW. 
A set of pairs 
A”(L, ~1, ~) = {(ai, Al): i = 1, IA”I}, 
is called a list-of-l decoding code if 
nA;=0 forall~El,N;)~j=L+l; 
it2 
(I) 
here the n-tuple Gi is a codeword of A” and Al is the decoding domain 
corresponding to rli. Denote cr(A”) = lJidi; IAnI = N and the rate R(A”) of the 
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code A”: log jA”l/n A R(A”). Consider the list decoding problem in the case when 
Itllz, = YJ& = 2R and the sets Al are the balls 
A;= B”(i& t) 2 c 61 
cz&P”: 
d(m.z,)sr 
with center in ci, and radius t, which does not depend on i and such that (1) is 
true. 
One wants to determine 
f(n, L, t) = max IA”(L, i?.Rn, ‘Ex)I. 
A":A:=B"(.Fi,.r) 
In the case L = 1 the Varshamov-Gilbert lower bound f(n, 1, t) 3 
pJqlpn(4 2t + 1)1 can be obtained from the simple observation that for some 
fit,, fit2 E Y.R, Bn(ml, t) fl B”(m,, t) = 0 if and only if d(ti,, ti,) 2 2t + 1. In the 
case of arbitrary L E Z:, t E 1, IZ and set M = {fi,, . . . , tiLtI} cYJ~” there is no 
such simple algorithm, which allows us to determine whether M c B”(ti, t) for 
some ti E ?IP or not. This circumstance gives rise to difficulties in establishing the 
upper and lower bounds for the f(n, L, t), which can be avoided if one is just 
interested in estimating 
R(L, z) 4 lim logf(n, L, t)ln, 
II-= 
where t/n - ~30. Note, that 
L-t1 
r,@,, . . . &+d%J+W x mm& d(fi,gi)~t(g,,... ,gL+,) + 1, 
where 
qg,, . . . 1 gL+d g max( r: rfi B”(g,, r) = 0)’ 
vector rFr, which minimizes the last sum is called the center and 
r&1, . . . 9 gL+l) the average radius of the set {g,, . . . , gL+,}. 
Hence the lower bound for jA”(L, ‘JJ1, $YJl)i over all codes A”(L, %% ‘JJ1) when 
n, L, and 
r,(A”) A min r&i, . . . , ~L+J 
Z,,eCu(A")&#ip.k#p 
are fixed, is at the same time the lower bound for f(n, L, r, - 1). 
To compute rL(g,, . . . , gL+,) for an arbitrary set {g,, . . . , &+,} cT1” it is 
necessary to produce for every i E 1, n the vote procedure in the set of ith 
components {L&l, . . . , a;~+,} Of {ii,, . . . , CL+,} (gj = (U,j> . . . , Unj), i = 1, L + 1): 
the contribution of the ith component to rL(Z,, . . . , cfL+,) is equal to vj = 
minaEDz vi(a), where v,(a) is the number of repetitions of a E YJJ1 in 
(6, . . . , Q+,}. Using this fact, a random coding method and an expurgation 
technique one can obtain the lower bound for f(n, L, t). This bound does not 
seem to be good for small n and f, but it leads to the bound for R(L, t), which is 
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the natural extension of the asymptotic Varshamov-Gilbert bound to the 
list-of-L decoding case. When 19X1 =2, this bound can be found in [l]; we do not 
reproduce it here because it is cumbersome. 
Let YlR = (0, l} and D?(w) = {fi E nm: d(o, fi) = o}. One can obtain a Plotkin- 
type upper bound for IA”(L, D?(w), YP)l, w h en L and r,(A”)/n are fixed. The 
asymptotic form of such a bound is as follows: if 
then 
IA”(L, W(w), YX”)l--, a; w/n * A E (0, i), n-03, 
(2) 
rLln 6 p(A) P 2 K,_,(A(l - A))’ + o(l), 
i=l 
where K, = C:,/(i + 1) are the Catalan numbers. 
Bound (2) is the same for odd and next even L. It can be shown (for details see 
[l]), that bound (2) is still true with t instead of r,. We give a hint of the proof of 
this statement. 
If the set of codewords {ai} of the code A”(L, W, W) has the property that 
q(&,, . . . ) tii,); i, # is, p fs, j s L + 1 depends only on j and not on the set 
{ii;,, . _ . , iii,} E a(A”), then the following inequality is true 
r,=t+l. (3) 
Let us give an interpretation of this fact. The image of the natural mapping 
@ : 2X”+ R” is the vertex set of the n-dimentional unit cube 9” c R”. The mutual 
disposition of the points from .Q” and cpl({lrz,, . . . , fiL+,}) c ,A?‘” for some 
{fil,. . . , tiiL+,} c 9JP in the general case is not determined by the mutual 
distances d(Zii, 5,) and d(o, ai), i, j E 1, L only. To give an exhaustive description 
of the combinatorial properties of {til, . . . , fiL+,} it is necessary to know 2(L+1) 
parameters q{rFzi,, . . . , fi,,}; iP~l,L+l,ip#is,p#s,j~O,L+l(r,(~i)~d(~, 
mi), r, k n) (in fact it is enough to know 2L parameters, since there exist linear 
dependencies between them). 
Let ti E ZR be the center of {fi,, . . . , CiL+,} c 2JF, then d(fi, fii) for every 
i E 1,L + 1 is a linear (and therefore continuous) function of yi(rFzi,, . . . , fii,); 
i,~l,L+l, i,,#i,, pfs, jel,L+l and moreover if t(rE,,...,rFzL+,)+l= 
r(fiI, . . . . *L+, ) = r, then d(&, m) = r. 
Let’s assume the existence of the sequence 
{A”(L, W(o), mn) = ((4, A:)}}, 
IA”J+m, w/n--, A E (0, l/2], t/n * t > 0, and L is fixed when n ---, 00. Then there 
exists a sequence 
{C”(L W(w), W) = ((4, CY))}, a(Cn) c a(A”) 
such that lCnl * 00 and ri(Ci,, . . . , Ci,) - q(E,, , . . . , E+) = o(n) for all 
- 
{Gp: p = 1,j; i, # iI, q + l}, {F+,: p = l,i; i, fi,, q # 1) c a(C”); 
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j=l,L+l, n+m. This means, that for sufficiently large n, rj(ci,, . . . , Ci,) 
depends almost only on j and only slightly on the choice of {Zi,, . . . , Zj,} c cu(C”); 
in proving this statement Ramsey theory is used. To summarize these facts one 
can show that 
t(A”) =S rL(Bn) + o(n) 6 p(h)n + o(n). 
Using the Johnson inequality we obtain 
logf(n, L, t)ln = 1 - H(il) + o(l), (4) 
t/n s p(A), A E (0, I/2], 
where H(il) is the binary entropy function. This is the upper bound for f(n, L, t); 
for R = 0; 1 bound (4) is tight. 
Next we want to suggest an open problem: Improve bound (4). 
In the case when L = 1, the McEliece-Rodemich-Rumsey-Welch bound is 
better than (4) but we cannot suggest a way to obtain such type of bound when 
L > 1. It seems necessary to try another approach to find the upper bound. 
2. Bounds on the exponent of the error probability in the list decoding case 
Next we introduce another problem (for details see [2]). 
For some finite (9X,, n, wm 2 {w”G 1 i): i E Z!Jly}, jj E YJ& is the set of condi- 
tional probabilities on 9X$ For the triple (w, 9&, s), where w 4 {w”} is called 
the channel, define the average error probability pL(A”) of the list-of-L decoding 
of the code A”(L, ?D,, 2%) by 
Let 
y,szl lim max - log &(A”)/n. 
R-0 n-m An(L,Si,,m):R(A")2R 
Asymptotically yL is the largest value of the exponent of the average error 
probability for small rates in the list-of-L decoding case. The case R * 0 is under 
consideration, because for large rates asymptotic bounds for log pL(An)/n are 
well known. 
Consider the case of the following f-ary memoryless channel: 
x=(x1,. . . ,X,)CAP, y = (Yl, . . . > Yn) cm”, 
wl(y 1 x) =p(l - 4,y,g/(g - 1)) + &,,y,, P E LO, (8 - 1)/g). 
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In the case, when g = 2, the following expression for 
LCl 
yL = 2-_(L+l) 2 ~L+l(piKL+l)(l _ P)l--iNL+l) 
i=O 
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yL was obtained in [2] 
+tp 
1-il(L+l)(l _p)il(L+l)). 
(5) 
In order to prove equality (5) it is necessary to prove that the right side 
expression in (5) is at the same time the lower and the upper bound for yL. The 
first problem can be solved by using an expurgation technique analogously to the 
case, when L = 1. To prove the corresponding upper bound one has to use 
estimation (4) and the following fact. There exist B”(L, Dl”, mn), such that 
JB”] = L + 1, rj(bj,j . . . j b,)/n - flj(j)j r*(bi)ln - 1 
for all bi, {bi,, . . , , b,; ik fi,, k # l} c a(W) and for arbitrary A”(L, %P, IX”), 
log pJAn) - log &(B”) 2 o(n) (p E (0, 4)). 
Equality (5) treats the case g = 2. However methods which are used to prove 
(5) can’t be directly implemented, when J%lT1,) = ]%&I = IDJll = g > 2, but it is easy 
to present the probable candidate for such a formula which arises from the 
corresponding lower bound. So, the next open problem is: Obtain the tight upper 
bound for yL for arbitrary fixed g E Z:, g > 2. 
3. List decoding for the arbitrary varying channel 
The next problem we’d like to consider concerns the list-of-L decoding for the 
arbitrary varying channel (AVC). This problem is different from the way it was 
first formulated in [3]. 
For triple finite sets En,, Yl, Y& and conditional probabilities x1 e 
{~‘(y 1 X, s): x E 9.k!,, s E Y&}, y E D& define AVC 
u(Jr,%R,,z&,%J&)~{JrnO_ )R,S):f=(xi,. . . ,Xn)E!Dtm,, 
i=(s1,. . . ? &I) E a, n E z4, 
f = (YIP. . . 9 yn) ES, where n”(jj 1 i, 5) p ny==, nl(y, ( Xi, si). Set %& is called the 
state space of the AVC of length n. For a list-of-L decoding code A”(L, ??Jl,, 2RJ 
define the average error probability pL(L, A”, 3) of list-of-L decoding when the 
state of the AVC is 3 E K as follows 
IA”1 
&(L, A”, S) A lA”l-‘c c ,7d”(jj 1i, S). 
i=l y&D2*u: 
Let 
L-#) 4 lim max min - log pL(L, A”, Q/n, 
n-m A”(L.ZD2,,?lJ~):R(An)~R SE%‘~ 
T,(R) p FFrn T,(R). 
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So T,(R), L EZ: U ~0 is in an asymptotic sense the max over all codes 
A”(L, 2J11, 9.X-J, R(A”) *R of the exponent of the average error probability for 
“worst” state S E 9X3 of AVS U(X, kl&, !&, ?rrl,). Define the capacity ~~(11) of the 
AVC II, when list-of-L decoding is used 
cL 2 sup R. 
Q(R)>0 
Let 
xlw c n'(Y Ix, Sk(S) c SE’W~ I, 
xsg;E9t, JeY I x, SlP(x)dS$ 
where P and Q are the sets of distributions on ‘ml and $31, respectively. Using the 
averaging technique of [4] one can show that cL is equal either to e or else to 
zero. 
The following lemma gives necessary and sufficient conditions for cL = 0; for 
arbitrary L E Z!+ it was formulated and proved in [5]. 
Lemma. If t=O, then c,=E=O; LEZ:. LZt E>O and LEZ!+, then cl.=0 if 
and only if there exists a set of conditional probabilities 
%QJ(sIx,,.. . ,xL):xiEYJ2,, i=l,L}, 
s E $YJ&, such that for all y E Y&, xi E Y&, i = 1, L + 1 and for an arbitrary 
permutation ,u = {p,, . . . , pL+,} on the set { 1, . . . , L + l} the following system of 
equalities is satisfied 
,,& P(s I x2, . . . ' P(s l&w.. ?-$JW(Y I%,, SF (7) 
3 
Let 
L(ll) 4 inf L. 
c,,=c^ 
The hypothesis is that L(U) is well defined for all AVC and even more: if c^ > 0, 
then L(U) < ~0; using (7) we can reformulate this statement and this is our next 
open problem. 
Prove that for arbitrary fixed AVC lI(n, 9&, !E$, !?J&) for all sufficiently large 
L E Z\ system (7) is not true for all 5PL. 
In [5] this statement was prove for the first nontrivial case 19X11 = I%%( = IZRsl,( = 
2. Beside this case we can prove this statement in some other cases, but the case 
of the arbitrary finite alphabets is still unsolved. Note, that L(U(JG, Y&, ?I&, 2.X,)) 
can be arbitrarily large when l!l&l, \?&I and @&I are fixed. 
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4. The zero-error capacity in the list decoding case 
The next problem has a rich history (see [6, p. 10711). Let’s return to the 
definition of the channel ~4 = (w, ?DJ,, !JJ&) and define the zero-error capacity I$ 
of the channel ~4 under list decoding 
c2 4 lim max 
n-m A”(L,*)i,,~12):P,.(A”)=0 
log jA"l/n. 
It can be shown (cf. [6]) that 
lim c2 4 c”, = -log min 
L-+m PEP 
Let 
Inn p(x E 2x1: wyj 1 i) > 0). 
The following hypothesis was formulated in [5]: for an arbitrary fixed channel 
~4, L(w, 2X1, 2RJ < m (this statement is trivially true when c, = 0). And our next 
problem is as follows: find a sufficient condition (as is (7) in the previous section) 
for c’: = 0. This problem is closely connected with the one in list decoding for 
AVC, when the maximal error probability is under consideration. 
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